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ACTIVITY / TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS:

Two Truths and a Lie Answer Key

Set 1:
• Give Congress the power to make laws about marriage and divorce instead of the states.  

TRUTH
• Rename our country to the United States of Earth 

TRUTH
• Change the voting age to 16. 

LIE

Set 2:
• Get rid of the U.S. President and replace it with a three-person triumvirate meaning there are 3 

leaders who all share equal power. (Similar to how the Romans ruled.) 
TRUTH

• The U.S. cannot trade with certain nations (like China and Iran) without Congressional approval 
LIE

• Limit personal wealth to $1 million. Any income over $1 million would be applied to the national 
debt. 
TRUTH

Set 3:

• Taxes on cell phone usage cannot exceed 15% of a user’s bill 
LIE 

• Congress should have the power to make acts that desecrate or destroy the U.S. flag illegal 
TRUTH

• Prohibit any person involved in a duel from holding federal office.  
TRUTH
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AMENDMENT EDITION

SET 1 SET 2
Give Congress the power to make 

laws about marriage and divorce 

instead of the states. 

Rename our country to the United 

States of Earth

Change the voting age to 16.

Get rid of the U.S. President and 

replace it with a three-person 

triumvirate meaning there are 3 

leaders who all share equal power. 

(Similar to how the Romans ruled.)

The U.S. cannot trade with certain 

nations (like China and Iran) without 

Congressional approval

Limit personal wealth to $1 million. 

Any income over $1 million would be 

applied to the national debt.
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SET 3
Taxes on cell phone usage cannot  

exceed 15% of a user’s bill

Congress should have the power 

to make acts that desecrate or 

destroy the U.S. flag illegal

Prohibit any person involved in a 

duel from holding federal office. 


